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Seaplane being loaded on board an aircraft carrier

Winston Churchill

Charles Samson at Tenedos Airfield, courtesy of the Australian War Memorial
ANZAC staff in Cairo. Charles Villiers-Stewart (6th from left in back row)

Gallipoli
From
Above
CURRICULUM APPLICABILITY: Can be used with middle and upper secondary
students in History, SOSE/HSIE and Film and Media Studies.
When Churchill devised a plan to
outflank the Germans by forcing a
passage through the Dardanelles,
he set in train a series of events
that would become a monumental
disaster. When it was over the British
wanted to forget about Gallipoli,
but for Australia the campaign
would become a foundation myth of
nationhood.

Turkish soldiers overlooking Gallipoli

Brig Gen Esat Pasha with German and Ottoman officers

While there has been much focus on
the battle, little attention has been
paid to the planning that preceded
it. The landing was one of the most
complex and daunting operations
in the history of warfare and the
risks associated with it
were enormous. Aerial
reconnaissance played a
significant and previously
unrecognised role.

The British proposal for
simultaneous dawn landings at
Anzac Cove and Cape Helles
was always going to be an uphill
battle even with the help of a naval
bombardment designed to destroy
the Turkish defences.
But the Australian officers
were sceptical about
how effective that
bombardment might
be and concerned it

General William
Throsby Bridges
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ANZAC soldiers practising landing from boats

British soldiers huddled behind bank at V Beach.

Gallipoli From Above (Wain Fimeri,
2012) is a 54-minute documentary
that follows the Australian officers
who planned the landing at Anzac
Cove and the air-crew whose flimsy
flying machines brought back the
much needed information on which
those plans were based.
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would alert the enemy to their
approach. They decided to use
aerial reconnaissance to reveal the
full extent of Turkish defences and,
as a result, came up with their own
plan: a silent, night-time surprise
attack designed to catch the Turkish
defenders in their beds.
The rehearsals for the landing were
chaotic. With the moon setting
later each night, repeated delays
meant the hours of darkness
available for a surprise attack
were rapidly decreasing. Aerial
reconnaissance was revealing more
and more Turkish soldiers in the
area of the landing, with new gun
emplacements and freshly dug
trenches being discovered on a daily
basis.

Maurice Farman type plane, courtesy of the Australian War Memorial

Invasion fleet in Mudros Harbour

Aussie soliders rehearse for the landing.

The ANZACs utilised every piece
of technology they could get their
hands on and made a detailed plan
to deal with the Turkish defences. As
a result, the Australians came ashore
with only minor casualties.

Aussie soldiers in British caps

By contrast, the English officers in
charge of the Cape Helles landing
ignored the aerial intelligence and
approached the shore in daylight
after an ineffective bombardment.
Their men paid a terrible price.
Gallipoli From Above will rewrite
the Gallipoli story by showing how
the myth of bronzed ANZACs and
blundering Brits has failed to do
justice to the skills and innovation of
the Australian leadership.

British General Ian Hamilton with Admiral de Robeck & staff
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This was the first chapter in the
story of the Australian Army’s
achievements in World War I,
achievements that would give
Australia confidence in itself, and the
world confidence in Australia.

Australian journalist and historian Charles Bean

British spy Clarence Palmer in Turkish prison camp (middle, front row)

A single body on the beach at ANZAC Cove
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discover that aeroplanes and spies played a
major role in the months and weeks before
the landing.
Hugh found many of the original intelligence
reports, and a cypher, a code in which the
spy communicated valuable intelligence on
Turkish movements to London. As an air
intelligence officer, Hugh was delighted to
find that the role of aerial intelligence was
much greater than previously thought; he
found that the world’s first aircraft carrier,
Ark Royal was operating off the Gallipoli
coast from 17 February 1915.
Hugh has used his experience as a serving
intelligence officer to piece together the role
intelligence played in the days before the
landing. What he has discovered has overturned many of the myths about Gallipoli.

Hugh Dolan at the Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne
Hugh Dolan serving in Iraq

The presenter of
Gallipoli From Above,
Squadron Leader (Rtd)
Hugh Dolan

In the basement of the Australian War
Memorial Hugh found an original ANZAC
planning map of the Gallipoli Peninsula,
dated 20 April 1915. This map was covered
in handwritten notes describing in detail the
Turkish positions on the Gallipoli Peninsula.
The map shattered one of the myths about
Gallipoli that the Allies had little information
about the Turkish defences. Hugh began to

Hugh Dolan somewhere in Iraq

Hugh Dolan at the Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne
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Hugh Dolan is a recently retired Squadron
Leader in the RAAF. After completing
a masters degree in history at Oxford
University, Hugh enlisted in the British Army
as a private. He served in Bosnia as a junior
NCO where he witnessed the importance of
intelligence to planning military operations.
He has since worked as an intelligence officer in both Iraq and Australia. His book 36
Days: The Untold Story Behind the Gallipoli
Landings is based on work done for his
PhD.

The genesis of the book began on the eve
of Anzac Day in 2003 when Hugh was serving in Iraq. Hugh wondered if there was an
intelligence officer like him on the staff of
ANZAC Headquarters in 1915, someone
reporting on enemy defences prior to the
ANZAC landing. He decided to research this
on his return to Australia.
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Nicholas Bell as General Bridges

Commander Samson & Will Gluth as General Hamilton

David Tredinnick as Charles Villiers Stuart MWS

David Tredinnick as Charles Villiers Stuart

Lee Mason as Commander Samson

gallipoli
Question

BEFORE
T

F

AFTER
T

F

BEFORE WATCHING
THE FILM

4 The ANZACs landed on the wrong beach

What do you know about Gallipoli?
Complete this short questionnaire (See
table, left) before you start watching
Gallipoli From Above, and then again
after you have finished watching it. It will
interesting to see if any of your knowledge
and ideas have changed!

5 There was great loss of life at the landing

•

1 The fighting at Gallipoli was in 1915
2 Gallipoli was part of the Ottoman Empire
3 The Australians (or ANZACs) were the largest military force at Gallipoli

6 The landing was well planned

Nick Farnell as Charles Bean

Before watching Gallipoli From Above:

After watching Gallipoli From Above:

What does the landing at Gallipoli on
25 April mean to you? Answer in the
columns to the right.

7 The planning for the landing was done by British commanders
8 The landing was on 25 April
9 The ANZACs failed to achieve their objectives at the landing
10 The Gallipoli campaign was a failure
11 The ANZACs established their reputation as good soldiers at
Gallipoli
12 Gallipoli established the ANZAC legend

14 The Turks fought well at Gallipoli
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13 The ANZACs knew little about the enemy forces
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Britain & Allies
Germany & Allies

EXPLORING IDEAS AND
ISSUES IN THE FILM
EXPLORING THE HISTORY

Do the filmmakers persuade us? Do they
present their case effectively and well?
Look at the following questions about the
film and decide.

3 What did the Allies hope to achieve by
capturing Constantinople (Istanbul)?

4 Why was the Dardanelles the key to this?
Look at the map to help understand this.

Early in the film the narrator, Hugh Dolan,
says:

5 Why was this so difficult to do? Look
at this map to understand this (See map,
right).

6 Why did the naval invasion plan fail?

1 Why was Australia involved in the war?

7 The alternative was an amphibious

2 Why were the Australians sent to Egypt

invasion – landing troops from the sea.
Why would this be difficult?

and then Turkey rather than to the Western
Front?
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That day as the story goes that the British
sent the Australians to the wrong beach,
to a beach they knew nothing about - for
a murderous slaughter in the dawn. In fact
nothing could be further from the truth. It
wasn’t at dawn and it wasn’t a bloodbath, it
was imaginative, it was bold, and it worked.
The story is different from what we’ve been
led to believe.

In 1914 the Australian Government pledged
its support for Britain on the outbreak of
war in Europe. In fact Australia was legally
obliged to go to war, but there was great
support for involvement. (see map, above
left)
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The landings were to take place
in several places on the Gallipoli
peninsula. There were three main
landing forces:
•
Villiers Stuart, Bridges & Sinclair McLagan

8 What was the British plan for the invasion? Look at the information in the box (far
left) and mark it in the appropriate places
on the map (left), using arrows and letters to
match the explanation to the map.

•
•

The total number of men to be
landed was about 60 000. These
troops came from:

•

10 Explain the role of
Intelligence gathered by the aerial
reconnaissance flights
• deception
• technology
• leadership and planning by key
officers
in the Australian plan.

•

11 What was the significance of the

•
•
•

Turkish artillery protecting Z beach?

12 How did the Australian plan overcome
that problem?
13 What were the initial results of the
two beach landings, the British and the
Australian?
14 Why in the end did the Australians fail
to achieve the high ground?
15 Look back to the statement made by
Hugh Dolan above. Has he achieved his
aim?

17 If it has been wrong, why? And what
made the difference so that it has now been
able to be changed?

•

Britain - with Regiments
formed in England, Scotland,
Ireland and Wales
the British Empire - Australia,
Newfoundland, Ceylon (the
English Planters’ Rifle Corps),
New Zealand (including
Maoris), India (the Indian
Mule Cart Corps), and Nepal
(Gurkhas), Malta
France
the French Empire - Algeria,
Morocco, Senegal
Palestine - Russian and Syrian
Jewish refugees (the Zion
Mule Corps).

Their invasion would be resisted
by troops of the Ottoman Empire
(including Turks) trained by
German officers, and commanded
mainly by Turkish officers, but with
some German officers in charge of
artillery.

A There would be two feints or
attempts to trick the Turks into
concentrating their forces at the
wrong places:
•

•

a British naval bombardment
at Bulair (north of Suvla Bay
and not shown on this map)
a French naval bombardment
of Besika Bay (south of Kum
Kale and not shown on this
map) and a landing of French
troops at Kum Kale. The

•
•

Y Beach (opposite Krithia
on the west coast of the
peninsula
X Beach (just north of Cape
Helles)
W Beach (on the tip of Cape
Helles)
V Beach (opposite Kum Kale)
S Beach inside the Dardanelles
Strait).

Z Beach

C The Anzacs were to land at Z
Beach, at Ari Burnu (later known
as Anzac Cove).

D The landings at Cape Helles
would be preceded by a naval
bombardment. Then 2000 troops
would land at Y, 2900 at each of
S, V, W and X, 2000 troops from a
converted collier ship at V. Once
these had been secured more
troops would land at V, W and X.

E These troops would then
advance to take the Achi Baba
ridge, and then fresh troops
would advance to take the Kilid
Bahr Plateau, and then attack the
Turkish artillery and forts guarding
the Narrows.

Y Beach

X Beach

F Meanwhile the Anzac Brigade
would land and advance to
capture Sari Bair. Once this
was secure fresh troops would
advance to take Mal Tepe. By
controlling this high ridge Turkish
movement of fresh troops and
supplies between the north and
south of the peninsula would be
cut, and they would be less able
to resist the invasion.

S Beach
W Beach
V Beach
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16 Has our understanding of the landing
been wrong in the past? Look at your history text books and test this claim.

•

•
•

9 How was the Australian plan different to
that of the British?

the ANZAC Corps (Australians
and New Zealanders)
the British 29th Division
a French Army Corps.

French troops would withdraw
after the real landing had been
achieved.
B The real landings were to be by
the 29th Division at Cape Helles,
on five separate beaches. These
were:
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INVESTIGATING ANZAC DAY
IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Aspect

What happens on Anzac Day?

Date

Gallipoli From Above is about Anzac Day,
what it means to us, and how we commemorate it.

Who is
involved

Look at the record sheet (right). It sets out a
way for you to investigate an Anzac Day.

Who is not
involved

You need to record aspects of what happens on the day, and then comment on
what it all means, and the messages and
ideas which are part of the day.

Ceremonies

To do this you will need to research some of
the elements further, and also talk to people
about what their ideas and understandings
of the day are.
Here are some of the elements you might
have come across. You will need to research some of these to make sure you
are clear about their origin, meanings and
significance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25 April
Gallipoli
Slouch hat
Digger
Medals
Emu feathers
Last Post
Unknown Soldier
Dawn ceremony
Lest We Forget
Unit colours
Banners
Regimental badges
ANZAC
Wreaths
Red poppies
Rosemary

Comments / Interpretation

Words spoken
What
participants
say
Special
messages

Symbols

Special
clothing

Special places

Special times

Special music
Any
opposition /
criticisms
How reported

Investigating Anzac Day – Record Sheet
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You will find good information about aspects of Anzac Day on these sites:
• AWM site http://www.awm.gov.au
• Queensland ANZAC Day
Commemoration Committee
http://www.anzacday.org.au

Observation
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Aspect

Comments

Does it explain the historical context
well?

Does it clearly identify:

David Tredinnick

When / Where / What / How / Who?
Does it present the main facts
accurately?

Does it contribute to your understanding
of why events happened as they did?

Lee Mason as Commander Samson

Does it help you empathise with
people of the past – to understand
their attitudes and values, and not just
applying our attitudes and values today?

GALLIPOLI
FROM ABOVE
AS HISTORICAL
REPRESENTATION

Does the film provide a variety of
perspectives on the events?

Does the film explain if there are
aspects where facts or interpretations
are disputed or where there is not
agreement?
Does the film present a particular
message?

Does the film use evidence in a fair,
accurate and balanced way?

Does the film explain the outcomes of
the events?

Does the film explain the significance of
the issue?

Are any judgements made by the film
fair and supported by the evidence?

Summary Table: Assessing the elements of a dramatised documentary as a representation of history

Gallipoli From Above is a
representation of history –
that is, it is someone’s version of history. That means
choices have been made
– what to include, what to
exclude, what to emphasise,
how to present the information. Is it a fair and accurate
representation or version of
what happened? Use this
table (left) to help you gather
ideas and make your own
judgements.
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At the end do you feel that you know and
understand what happened and why?

What happened here, is
the single most sacred and
controversial day in the
way Australians think about
themselves. Look, the British
didn’t send us here to be
slaughtered, casualties were
comparatively light, it wasn’t
a dawn landing, and overall,
it was the correct beach.
The landing was imaginatively planned, by Australian
officers. So, if we’re going to
have a myth, an Anzac myth
– let’s get it right.
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GALLIPOLI FROM
ABOVE AS A
DRAMATISED
DOCUMENTARY
Gallipoli From Above is a
documentary film. Such films
have to be carefully created and constructed. Have
the filmmakers done this
effectively?
Look at the aspects listed
in the table (right), discuss
them, and decide how
successful the film is. The
additional information about
the creation of the film will
help your analysis.

Aspect

Comments

Narration

Music

Structure of the film

Still and moving historical images

Contemporary (modern)
images and locations

Historical reconstructions
or re-enactments

Special visual effects
Director Wain Fimeri at Anzac Cove

Editing

Sound
Crew with plane

Cinematography/filming style

Presenter Hugh Dolan in Turkey

Use of real participants
in the events

Use of expert commentators
or authorities

Presenter Hugh Dolan in Istanbul

Summary Table: Assessing the elements of a dramatised documentary
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Use of modern locations
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era. Using green screen technology and a
wind machine, the images captured were
then given to John Francis from Surreal
World who added the visual effects including clouds and sky. The resulting ‘flying’
images were worth the hot and windy
shoot day down at Point Cook. To create
the location of ANZAC headquarters on
board the troop ship the SS Minnewaska,

brought her expert knowledge of period
costume to the team and worked well with
the many military costumes required. The
Australian Great War Association, a group
dedicated to military re-enactment, were
an essential component to our production,
providing dressed extras and props during
the shoot.
•

Green screen work at RAAF Museum

Director Wain Fimeri in Istanbul

Production Story
In January 2012, armed with a mountain
bike, a satchel of maps and a bundle of key
source documents, our intrepid crew travelled to Turkey for two weeks of filming.
Much of this time was on location at the
Gallipoli Peninsula. Filming took place at
Anzac Cove, in the town of Canakkale,
along the Dardanelles, at forts, beaches,
museums and historical sites. Although
it was January, mid- winter and freezing
cold, the peninsula was empty of tourists
and perfect for documentary filming. Our
Turkish liaison person, Savas Karakas, was
instrumental in organising permissions and
access to all the important locations within
the Gallipoli Peninsula National Park. The
mutual interest in the Gallipoli campaign
from both the Turkish and Australian members of the crew made filming in Turkey a
productive and satisfying experience.

Returning to Australia in late January, the
crew jumped immediately into planning a
February drama shoot for all the historical re-enactments. In order to capture ‘Z

Another challenge for the production
was to show the aircraft reconnaissance
– flights in a dramatic and realistic way.
Fortunately we were able to use the Royal
Australian Air Force Museum at Point
Cook and two vintage aeroplanes from the

Cast and crew at work on HMS Castlemaine

we used the HMAS Castlemaine berthed
in Williamstown. For three brilliant summer days, the cast and crew crammed the
decks and below decks and cabins of the
ship. The HMAS Castlemaine is a restored
World War Two warship, now a museum run
by the Maritime Trust of Australia. Additional
scenes were filmed around Williamstown,
including the Town Hall and the Old
Morgue.
For the trench scenes in Gallipoli, we
were grateful again to be utilising an old
quarry area on the pastoral property at
Warrambeen where we filmed our previous
production, Charles Bean’s Great War.

Nick Colla, Luke Alleva, Justin Batchelor & Shaun Brown as Gallipoli soldiers

Throughout the drama shoot, our favourite
production design team, Neil Angwin and
Tim Burgin, were busy as usual creating
wonderful period sets on a documentary
budget. Costume Designer Jane Hyland

DOP Jaems Grant and camera assistant Kerem Arica
Lee Mason as Commander Samson
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Aircraft reconnaissance was an essential
part of the invasion planning, and showing
the Gallipoli peninsula from the air was a
challenge. One option was an expensive
helicopter, but this presented too many
limitations. Fortunately we found a Turkish
aerial crew to operate a small remote

controlled helicopter and camera. This team
worked with their own crew for two days to
cover many of the ‘essential’ sites on the
Gallipoli Peninsula.

Beach’ where the ANZAC soldiers landed,
Point Addis beach on the south coast of
Victoria was used as the location. The
natural features of the beach worked well to
simulate Z beach in Turkey. One tall precipice at Point Addis is very similar to that of
the ‘Sphinx’ at Gallipoli. Capturing the shot
where Charles Villiers-Stewart falls from his
plane and into the sea had both the director
and crew in wetsuits to get the perfect shot.
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Lee Mason as Commander Samson

